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THE STORY OF STUFF: ELECTRONICS

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sW_7i6T_H78

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sW_7i6T_H78


CHARACTERISTICS OF SUSTAINABLE SOCIETIES

• Sustainable societies are ones that utilize Earth’s natural capital (resources) in 

a manner that ensures its continued use for future generations.

• As the human population continues to grow, increasing pressures will be placed 

on the Earth’s resources.

• Therefore, sustainability has been an underlying theme throughout this course.

• This unit will focus on ways to reduce and deal with waste to improve the 

sustainability of life.



METHODS OF SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

• The human population produces large amounts of unwanted, discarded 

products known as solid waste.

• Sustainable societies must have in place waste disposal practices that protect 

natural resources from degradation and pollution.

• Solid waste generated by agricultural, mining, and manufacturing activities 

are referred to as industrial solid wastes.

• Most of the solid waste generated in the U.S. comes from mining activities.



METHODS OF SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

• What is typically referred to as trash or garbage that is thrown out by 

residential or commercial buildings is known as municipal solid waste (MSW).

• The U.S. is the world leader in producing solid waste.

• In 2013, Americans generated about 254 million tons of trash and recycled 

and composted about 87 million tons of this material, equivalent to a 34.3% 

recycling rate. On average, we recycled and composted 1.51 pounds of our 

individual waste generation of 4.40 pounds per person per day.





THE SMELLY, OOZY, SOMETIMES EXPLODE-Y 
SCIENCE OF GARBAGE

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4x8HsAhp8U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4x8HsAhp8U


OPEN DUMPING

• In developing countries it is common practice to dispose of waste in open 

dumps.

• Open dumps are simply large fields or holes in the ground where garbage is 

deposited and often burned.

• Such dumps create significant environmental hazards through the uncontrolled 

release of harmful materials and the attraction of rodents and other vermin.

• Open dumping is forbidden in most developed countries.



OPEN DUMPING



SANITARY LANDFILLS

• More than half of municipal solid waste in the U.S. is buried in sanitary 

landfills.

• Sanitary landfills are specially prepared facilities that must meet specific 

federal requirements mandated by the Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act (RCRA) for location, design, operation, closure, monitoring, and 

financial assurance.



SANITARY LANDFILLS

• Landfills must be constructed with special liners and impermeable soil layers 

to prevent release of materials to the environment, and procedures must be in 

place to monitor and control leaks (leachate) that could contaminate local 

water supplies.

• Wastes brought to landfills are spread out daily and covered with a layer of 

either clay or plastic foam.



SANITARY LANDFILLS

• Most modern landfills can handle large amounts of waste, have limited odors, 

and relatively low operating costs.

• However, they are not sustainable over long periods of time.

• Anatomy of a Modern Landfill 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wzo5sv4IrIw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wzo5sv4IrIw




SANITARY LANDFILL DISADVANTAGES

• Landfills release greenhouse gases (methane and carbon dioxide) as wastes 

decompose.

• Toxic materials leach out of landfills as liquid moves downward through the 

layers. This liquid is known as leachate and can make its way into 

groundwater supplies if not carefully monitored and controlled.

• Air pollution is generated from both the landfill and trucks transporting 

waste.



WAYS TO MAKE SANITARY LANDFILLS MORE 
SUSTAINABLE

• Use clay and plastic liners to prevent leaks.

• Use pipes that collect leachate from the bottom of the landfill.

• Have leachate storage tanks and treatment systems in place.

• Collect methane gas on site for use as fuel for electricity generation.

• Use groundwater stations to monitor for toxins from leachate.



SANITARY LANDFILLS

• A major drawback to landfills is finding suitable locations for them.

• Most waste is generated in large cities. However, in most cities land is scarce 

and expensive. 

• Some cities must transport waste (across state lines or country boundaries) in 

order to find landfill space. 

• Shipping trash to surrounding areas is not only expensive but also releases air 

pollutants such as nitric and sulfur oxides from trucks used in transport.



INCINERATION OF WASTE

• Some municipal solid waste is sent to waste-to-energy incinerators.

• These incinerators can reduce the volume of solid waste up to 90%.

• Waste incineration can be used to produce steam to create electrical energy.

• Scrubbers can be used to remove air pollutants from the combustion process in waste 

incinerators (like coal burning power plants).

• How Waste-to-Energy Plants Work

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmtOuAed5nM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmtOuAed5nM


INCINERATION DISADVANTAGES

• Creates carbon dioxide greenhouse gas emissions.

• Releases air pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxides, mercury, and dioxins.

• Creates large amounts of fly ash that must be stored in hazardous waste landfills.

• Expensive to build and operate; incineration typically costs twice as much as 

landfilling.

• Why Don’t We Burn Our Trash?

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8q0yQJyB4Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8q0yQJyB4Q


METHODS FOR REDUCING SOLID WASTE 
PRODUCTION

• The underlying thee in sustainable societies is to utilize practices that 

accomplish the same tasks or produce the same yields with less input of 

energy.

• It is more cost effective and therefore more sustainable to reduce the input or 

production of wastes and pollutants rather than to create ways to remediate 

or store them later.

• The 3-Rs reduce our overall input of waste into the environment.



METHODS FOR REDUCING SOLID WASTE 
PRODUCTION: REDUCE

• An important part of reducing the overall solid waste production is to look for 

ways to reduce consumption of consumer products and energy.

• Simple ways to reduce consumption may be to walk, bike, or carpool to work, 

read newspapers or magazines online, and buy items secondhand.

• Reducing consumption requires less raw material input and therefore is a 

preventative measure, avoiding the production of waste from mining processes 

and air pollutants from energy production.



METHODS FOR REDUCING SOLID WASTE 
PRODUCTION: REUSE

• This term refers to using reusable materials rather than relying on the 

production of “one-time use” items. 

• An example is increased use of refillable water bottles instead of single-use 

plastic water bottles.

• Plastics are made from a petroleum by-product and can take up to 1,000 

years to break down.

• Over 2,000,000 plastic water bottles are thrown away in the U.S. every hour!



METHODS FOR REDUCING SOLID WASTE 
PRODUCTION: REUSE

• Reducing plastic consumption helps reduce not only solid waste but also the 

energy used in production and air and water pollution by-products from fossil 

fuel use.

• There are numerous examples of reusable items that replace common 

consumer products such as cloth grocery bags instead of plastic, rechargeable 

batteries, or cloth napkins instead of paper.

• Life of a Water Bottle

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6xlNyWPpB8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6xlNyWPpB8


METHODS FOR REDUCING SOLID WASTE 
PRODUCTION: RECYCLING

• The U.S. currently recycles about 35% of its municipal solid waste.

• Materials like paper, steel, aluminum, glass, and some plastics are 

reprocessed to provide materials for new products.

• Two types of processing are primary, or closed-loop recycling, and 

secondary recycling.

• How Does Recycling Work?

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7GMpjx2jDQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7GMpjx2jDQ


METHODS FOR REDUCING SOLID WASTE 
PRODUCTION: RECYCLING

• In primary, or closed-loop recycling, materials are converted into new 

products of the same type. 

• Ex: recycling an aluminum can into a new can for use.

• In secondary recycling, materials can be converted into a different type of a 

product.

• Ex: recycling tires into rubberized road surfacing materials.



METHODS FOR REDUCING SOLID WASTE 
PRODUCTION: RECYCLING

• Most wastes that can be recycled are actually generated during the manufacturing 

process and are known as pre-consumer or internal waste products.

• Composting is a type of recycling that utilizes the natural role of decomposing 

bacteria and fungi to convert biodegradable waste into usable soil amendments.

• Yard trimmings and food scraps (primarily vegetable-based) are easily composted.

• Over time these decomposing microorganisms convert these wastes into nutrient-rich 

organic soil fertilizer.

• Why Does Almost Half of America’s Food Go To Waste?

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8TDfjbpSBE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8TDfjbpSBE


RECYCLING ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES

RECYCLING ADVANTAGES

• Reduces greenhouse gas emissions.

• Reduces need for mining minerals.

• Decreases water pollution.

• Reduces solid waste production and 

disposal.

RECYCLING DISADVANTAGES

• Decreases jobs and profits at 

landfills and incineration facilities.

• Can be expensive when compared 

to cost of a landfill.

• Money generated from glass and 

plastics is reduced.



CASE STUDY: PAPER RECYCLING

• Over half of the tree harvest worldwide goes to produce paper.

• Paper represents over 30% of our MSW in the U.S.

• The production of paper requires large amounts of energy and water.

• In the U.S., paper production is the 3rd leading industrial producer of 

pollutants and energy consumption.

• Paper production releases into the environment harmful chlorine compounds 

that are used to bleach the cellulose fibers.



CASE STUDY: PAPER RECYCLING

• Making recycled paper used 64% less energy and produces much less air 

and water pollution.

• However, recycled paper is more expensive to produce than virgin paper.

• How It’s Made: Paper Recycling

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2c8YxMb0tlk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2c8YxMb0tlk

